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A MODERN SYSTEM FOR RESOLVING
ONLINE COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
DISPUTES: ADMINISTRATIVE RULEMAKING
AND ADJUDICATION, A ONE-STOP FIX TO
THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT
ACT*
BY ALAN J. GOCHA**
ABSTRACT
!" #$% &'(()"$ %$*$)+ $,) -./01% "2$#&) *"3
takedown system acts as means to suppress free speech,
places excessive burdens on Internet service providers, and
yet fails to effectively combat online copyright
infringement. This article explores the intricacies of the
notice and takedown regime, identifies its most critical
shortcomings, and proposes a comprehensive one-stop
remedy. More specifically, this article suggests that
administrative rulemaking and adjudication could provide
the responsiveness, consistency, and legitimacy necessary
to implement an efficacious and fair mechanism for
resolving online copyright disputes.
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INTRODUCTION
The twentieth century has seen technological
growth and development at an unprecedented rate, much of
which can be attributed to the advent of the Internet. 1 Just
in the last few decades, technology has fundamentally
transformed every major industry(music being no
exception.2 Sound recordings can now be easily transferred
* I would like to thank Professor Julia L. Ross for providing invaluable
feedback during the writing process.
** J.D., Georgetown University Law Center (2016); B.A., University
of Michigan (2013). © 2017, Alan J. Gocha.
1
See Maria Styvén, The Intangibility of Music in the Internet Age, 30
POPULAR M USIC AND SOC%Y 53, 53 (2007).
2
See id.
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or streamed across the globe within a matter of seconds.3
Positively, the Internet offers content owners new
opportunities to reach consumers at a fraction of the cost. 4
#)*+,-&,./0 12345, 6*3-)78936)* ): 9);<-,&&,7 76=63>.
music files has led to widespread dissemination of digital
music and a host of uncompensated and unauthorized uses
of 76=63>. ;8&69 9)*3,*3?@5
Tensions between copyright owners and Internet
service providers have become increasingly intensified by
the rise in popularity of websites featuring user-generated
content.6 For instance, a significant portion of videos
available on YouTube, one of the leading online
entertainment companies in the world, is either pirated or
contains infringing material. 7 With the expansion and
See id.
See Lisa Peets & Mark Young, Internet Piracy 10 Years On Online
Enforcement and the DMCA, 1 LANDSLIDE 40, 40 (2009),
https://www.cov.com//media/files/corporate/publications/2009/03/internet-piracy-10-yearson---online-enforcement-and-the-dmca.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q2NTHER5].
5
Olufunmilayo B. Arewa, YouTube, UGC, and Digital Music:
Competing Business and Cultural Models in the Internet Age, 104 NW.
U. L. REV. 431, 439 (2010); see also Styvén, supra note 1, at 54.
6
See Michael S. Sawyer, Filters, Fair Use & Feedback: UserGenerated Content Principles and the DMCA, 24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J.
363, 363ABC DEFFGH D1IJ# 6& 9-,>36+, ;>3,-6>. <8K.6&5,7 K/ 8&,-&
)83&67, ): 35,6- <-):,&&6)*>. -)836*,&?@HL see also Arewa, supra note 5,
at 431A442.
7
See Eugene C. Kim, YouTube: Testing the Safe Harbors of Digital
Copyright Law, 17 S. CAL. INTERDISC. L.J. 139, 141 (2007-2008).
YouTube is not the only website to offer online content delivery, but it
is certainly one of the most obvious examples. Since its humble
beginnings in 2005 as an experiment created by former PayPal
employees, the video sharing website has evolved into an international
video destination. The mechanisms employed by YouTube are similar
to those employed by its competitors: users can send digital video files
from their computers or web-capable devices to the central YouTube
&/&3,;0 M5,-, 35, +67,) :6.,& >-, 35,* 9)*+,-3,7 6*3) $7)K,%& N.>&5
3
4
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availability of pirated music, a substantial number of record
labels, artists, and other members of the music industry are
worried about the long-term viability of their professions. 8
Similarly, service providers fear that they may be exposed
to virtually unlimited liability.9
In 1998, Congress passed the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (hereinafter the 1!"#$@ )- 1$93@H >& >
response to problems associated with widespread online
copyright infringement. 10 The Act grants Internet service
providers11 and intermediaries (collectively hereinafter

Video format and stored on the YouTube servers. YouTube users may
then visit the website and view the videos through their web browsers.
This system allows users to create and share videos with friends and
others without having to worry about issues such as the cost of, or
limitations on, bandwidth.
Kevin C. Hormann, The Death of the DMCA? How Viacom v. YouTube
May Define the Future of Digital Content, 46 HOUS. L. REV. 1345,
1353 (2009) (citations omitted).
8
See Maria Chiara Civilini, Next Generation Piracy: How Search
Engines Will Destroy The Music Business, 19 UCLA ENT. L. R EV. 407,
408 (2012).
9
See Diane M. Barker, Defining the Contours of the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act: The Growing Body of Case Law
Surrounding the DMCA, 20 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 47, 48 (2005).
10
Peets & Young, supra note 4, at 40.
11
The DMCA defines service provider in the context of transitory
digital network communications >& 1>* ,*363/ )::,-6*= 35, 3->*&;6&&6)*0
routing, or providing of connections for digital online communications,
K,3M,,* )- >;)*= <)6*3& &<,96:6,7 K/ > 8&,-0 ): ;>3,-6>. ): 35, 8&,-%&
choosing, without modification to the content of the material as sent or
-,9,6+,7?@ OC I?P?#? QROEDSHDOHD$H? N)- >.. )35,- 9)*3,T3& -,.>36*= 3)
35, !"#$0 > &,-+69, <-)+67,- 6& 1> <-)+67,- ): )*.6*, &,-+69,& )*,3M)-S >99,&&0 )- 35, )<,->3)- ): :>96.636,& 35,-,:)-,0@ M5695 6*9.87,&
entities described in the above definition. Id. at §512(k)(1)(B).
1#)*3,*30 8<.)>7,7 K/ 8&,-&0 6& 9);;)*./ 5)&3,7 )*.6*, K/ M,K&63,&
such as YouTube, Google Video, and Scribd. Once material is
8<.)>7,70 ,>95 5)&36*= M,K&63, K,9);,& > 1&,-+69, <-)+67,-@ >&
7,&9-6K,7 6* 35, >93?@ U,::,-y Cobia, The Digital Millenium Copyright
Act Takedown Notice Procedure: Misuses, Abuses, and Shortcomings
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1&,-+69, <-)+67,-&@ )- 1VPW&@H > &,-6,& ): &>:, 5>-K)-&0
substantially limiting ISP liability for indirect
infringement.12 Codified in chapter 17 section 512 of the
I*63,7 P3>3,& #)7,0 35, !"#$%& :)8- <-6;>-/ &>:, 5>-K)-&
are categorized by type of conduct: (a) Transitory Digital
Network Communications; (b) System Caching; (c)
Information Residing on Systems or Networks at Direction
of Users; and (d) Information Location Tools (collectively
1ROE &>:, 5>-K)-&0@ )- 1&>:, 5>-K)-&@H? 13 Eligibility for
each safe harbor is contingent on satisfying a number of
conditions.14 While requirements generally vary, three out
of four 512 safe harbors(subsections (b), (c) and (d)(
include a notice and takedown provision. 15 More
of the Process, 10 Minn. J.L. Sci. & Tech. 387, 390 (2009) (citations
omitted).
12
Peets & Young, supra note 4, at 40; see also Cobia, supra note 11, at
388. See generally JAMES BOYLE & JENNIFER JENKINS, INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY: LAW & THE INFORMATION SOCIETY: C ASES AND
MATERIALS 517A48 (3d ed. 2016),
http://web.law.duke.edu/cspd/papers/epubs/ipcasebook2015.pdf
[https://perma.cc/G6LH-3SZB] (discussing secondary liability more
broadly).
13
17. U.S.C. § 512 (note that each letter corresponds to the relevant
&3>383)-/ &8K&,936)*0 ,?=? 1D>H X->*&63)-/ !6=63>. ',3M)-S
#);;8*69>36)*&@ 6& =)+,-*,7 K/ &,936)* ROED>HH? ')3,0 M5,* > &,-+69,
<-)+67,- 6& > 1<8K.69 )- )35,- *)*<-):63 6*&363836)* ): 56=5,- ,789>36)*@
section 512(e) funoterther limits liability stemming its faculty members
or employee graduate students. 17 U.S.C. § 512(e).
14
See Mark MacCarthy, What Payment Intermediaries Are Doing
About Online Liability and Why it Matters, 25 BERKELY TECH. L.J.
1037, 1045 (2010).
15
While the notice and takedown provisions, applicable to various
contexts. See generally 17 U.S.C. § 512. When used in the context of
user-generated content, notice and takedown is typically governed by
section 512(c); see also § 512(c)(1)(C). Nonetheless, this article refers
3) 1*)369, >*7 3>S,7)M*@ >& > &6*=., <-)+6&6)* :)- &3/.6&369 -,>&)*&0 :)simplicity, and because an ISP can satisfy all of the notice and
takedown conditions with a single set of procedures and policies,
Compare with 17 U.S.C. §§ 512(b)(2)(E), 512(d)(3).
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specifically, ISPs must16 implement policies and
procedures for receiving takedown requests and
expeditiously removing or disabling infringing content. 17

Note, it is legally voluntary but is a prerequisite to receiving DMCA
safe harbor. See generally 17 U.S.C. § 512.
17
See OC I?P?#? Q ROEDKHDEHDYH D12V4: 35, <,-&)* ? ? ? ;>S,& that
material available online without the authorization of the copyright
owner of the material, the service provider responds expeditiously to
remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be
infringing upon notification of claimed infringement as described in
&8K&,936)* D9HDZH? ? ? 1HL Q ROED9HDOHD#H0 D9HDEH [ D9HDZHL § 512(d)(3)
D12I4<)* *)36:69>36)* ): 9.>6;,7 6*:-6*=,;,*3 >& 7,&9-6K,7 6*
subsection (c)(3), responds expeditiously to remove, or disable access
to, the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of
infringing activity, except that, for purposes of this paragraph, the
6*:)-;>36)* 7,&9-6K,7 6* &8K&,936)* D9HDZHD$HD666H? ? ?@HL see also 17
U.S.C. §§ 512(g)(2)A(3). But see 17 U.S.C. § 512(a).
Assuming a party is a service provider under § 512(c) or § 512(d),
it must also comply with a miscellaneous set of provisions that
(among other things) ensure the provider is acting in good faith.
X5,&, <-)+6&6)*& 6*9.87, 35, 1*)369, >*7 3>S,7)M*@ -,=6;,0 M5695
requires platforms to remove content upon receiving a valid notice
:-); > 9)</-6=53 )M*,-? P);, ): 35, 9);;)*./ .636=>3,7 1=))7
:>635@ <-,-,\86&63,& 6*9.87, 35, :)..)M6*=] OH 35, 7,:,*7>*3 ;8&3
*)3 5>+, 1>938>.@ )- 1><<>-,*3@ S*)M.,7=, ): 35, 6*:-6*=6*=
activity; 2) the defendant must not enjoy a direct financial benefit
from infringing activity that it has the right and ability to control;
ZH 35, 7,:,*7>*3 ;8&3 5>+, ,&3>K.6&5,7 >7,\8>3, 1*)369, >*7
3>S,7)M*@ <-)9,78-,& >*7 9);<.6,7 M635 35,;L >*7 ^H 35,
defendant must have instituted and implemented adequate policies
to remove repeat infringers.
John Belvins, Uncertainty as Enforcement Mechanism: The New
Expansion of Copyright Liability to Internet Platforms, 34 CARDOZO L.
REV. 1821, 1835A36 (2013) (citations omitted); see also Brian Leary,
Safe Harbor Startups: Liability Rulemaking Under the DMCA, 87
N.Y.U. L. REV. 1135, 1143 (2012). The DMCA further shields ISPs
from liability from good faith takedowns. See § 512(g) (more
&<,96:69>../0 63 .6;63& .6>K6.63/ :)- 1=))7 faith disabling of access to, or
removal of, material or activity claimed to be infringing or based on
:>93& )- 96-98;&3>*9,& :-); M5695 6*:-6*=6*= >936+63/ 6& ><<>-,*3@H?
16
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The notice and takedown system was intended to
balance the competing interests of service providers,
copyright owners and Internet users. 18 However, this
balancing act has proven to be significantly more difficult
than initially anticipated.19 The notice and takedown
regime has turned out to be inordinately burdensome for
service providers, ineffective at combating wide scale
online copyright infringement, and easily exploitable as a
means to suppress free speech. 20 1Vmmunizing technology
and telecommunication companies [can] serve[] the public
6*3,-,&3 K/ :)&3,-6*= 6**)+>36)*0@ 35,-,K/0 1:8-35,-26*=4 35,
constitutional directive of copyright to promote the
<-)=-,&& ): S*)M.,7=,@(but this is the case only if
See Kim, supra note 7, at 153A54; Timothy Wiseman, Limiting
Innovation Through Willful Blindness, 14 NEV. L.J. 210, 210 (2013)
D1X5, OGG_ !6=63>. "6..,**68; #)</-6=53 $93 D1!"#$@H -,:.,93& 356&
tension between the need to provide authors and creators with
compensation and some control over their creations while protecting
technological innovators and Internet service providers from potentially
9-8&56*= .6>K6.63/ ,T<)&8-, 78, 3) 35, >936)*& ): 35,6- 8&,-&?@HL #)K6>0
supra note 11, at 390AGZ D1X5, !"#$ 6& > 9);<-);6&, K,3M,,*
allowing content providers to avoid liability and continuing to grant
9)</-6=53 5).7,-& -6=53& )*.6*,?@H?
X5, !"#$ M>& 7,&6=*,7 3) >77-,&& 18*6\8, 9)</-6=53 ,*:)-9,;,*3
<-)K.,;& 9>8&,7 K/ 35, M67,&<-,>7 8&, ): 35, 2V4*3,-*,3?@ #)*=-,&&
created safe harbors under the DMCA to motivate both the creation of
new works and the rapid growth of various industries on the Internet
while limiting the unconstrained liability that an OSP might face due to
63& 8&,-&% >936)*&? X5,&, .6;63>36)*&0 .6&3,7 8*7,- Q ROED>H 35-)8=5 D7H0
protect eligible service providers from monetary liability, leaving the
plaintiff with limited injunctive relief, when services are used to
infringe copyrights.
Liliana Chang, The Red Flag Test for Apparent Knowledge Under the
DMCA § 512(C) Safe Harbor, 28 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 195, 198
(2012) (citations omitted).
19
Keith Black, Technical Knockout: How Mixed Martial Arts Will
Change Copyright Enforcement on the Web, 21 FORDHAM INTELL.
PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 739, 780 (2011).
20
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 387 & 399.
18
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copyright owners can effectively police online infringement
in a manner consistent with fair use and free speech
principles.21
P,936)* )*, ): 356& >-369., >*>./`,& 35, !"#$%&
*)369, >*7 3>S,7)M* <-)+6&6)* >*7 67,*36:6,& 35, -,=6;,%&
most critical shortcomings. In section two, I suggest that
#)*=-,&& 9)8.7 9);<-,5,*&6+,./ >77-,&& 35, -,=6;,%&
defects by granting administrative rulemaking and
adjudicative authority to the United States Copyright Office
D<-6)- 3) 95>*=,&0 1#)</-6=53 a::69,@L <)&3-<-)<)&>.0 1',M
Copyright a::69,@H? W>-3 $ 76&98&&,& 35, ,9)*);69
feasibility of expanding the Copyright Office, part B
explains why administrative rulemaking would allow for
more responsive, consistent, and equitable governance, and
part C outlines a possible adjudicatory framework.22
I.

!"#$%S NOTICE AND T AKEDOWN SYSTEM

V* 35,)-/0 35, !"#$%& 1&>:, 5>-K)-& -,:.,93 >
compromise between the demands of copyright holders and
35, 9)*9,-*& ): 35, V*3,-*,3 6*78&3-/???@ 23 In practice,
See Leary, supra note 17, at 1149..
See Joseph P. Liu, Regulatory Copyright, 83 N.C. L. REV. 87, 154A
59 (2004); cf. INDEP. FILM & TELEVISION ALL., LETTER TO CATHERINE
ROWLAND (Oct. 19, 2012),
http://www.copyright.gov/docs/smallclaims/comments/noi_10112012/I
FTA.pdf [https://perma.cc/AVW8-QXAY]; Scott A. Tarbell, infra note
109 (proposing an online alternative dispute resolution forum for
resolving copyright infringement disputes).
23
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 387; Kim, supra note 7, at 153A54; see
also Wiseman, supra *)3, O_0 >3 EOF D1X5, O998 Digital Millennium
#)</-6=53 $93 D1!"#$@H -,:.,93& 356& 3,*&6)* K,3M,,* 35, *,,7 3)
provide authors and creators with compensation and some control over
their creations while protecting technological innovators and Internet
service providers from potentially crushing liability exposure due to the
>936)*& ): 35,6- 8&,-&?@HL #)K6>0 supra *)3, OO0 >3 ZGF D1X5, !"#$ 6& >
compromise between allowing content providers to avoid liability and
9)*36*86*= 3) =->*3 9)</-6=53 5).7,-& -6=53& )*.6*,?@H?
21
22
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however, the notice and takedown regime neither properly
K>.>*9,& 9);<,36*= 6*3,-,&3& *)- >956,+,& #)*=-,&&%&
underlying policy objectives. 24 In this section, I will first
explain how notice and takedown operates, then explore its
problems from the perspectives of each affected group(
copyright owners, ISPs, and users. 25
How Notice and Takedowns Operate
In order to receive safe harbor under the DMCA, 26
ISPs must establish a system for receiving and reviewing
takedown notices. 27 Copyright owners are responsible
for monitoring the Internet for infringing content, and when
detected, issuing takedown requests to the relevant ISP or
its designated agent.28 In order to be effective, a takedown
*)369, ;8&3 K, &8K;633,7 6* M-633,* :)-;0 1&8K&3>*36>../@
See Kim, supra note 7, at 153. See generally Steven Seidenberg,
Copyright in the Age of YouTube, ABA J. (Feb. 02, 2009),
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/copyright_in_the_age_of_
youtube/ [https://perma.cc/K568-L33P].
25
Generally, copyright owners, Service Providers and users each have
reasons to be unhappy with the DMCA. See Boyden, infra note 46, at
O? ')3,0 356& >-369., :-,\8,*3./ &8K&36383,& 35, 3,-; 18&,-@ :)- 35,
1&8K&9-6K,-0@ 35, 3,-; ,;<.)/,7 K/ 35, !"#$? See generally 17
U.S.C. § 512 (2010).
26
More specifically, three out of four safe harbors. See 17 U.S.C. §
512; Alan J. Gocha, United States: Internet Service Providers Must
4)5#%$)( -./0 05)"$% !" /267(#5,$ 899#&)1% :); 8"<#") 4)5#%$(7,
MONDAQ (June 23, 2017),
http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/604774/Copyright/Internet+Ser
vice+Providers+Must+Register+DMCA+Agents+In+Copyright+Office
s+New+Online+Registry.
27
Supra note 15 and accompanying text. Additionally, the ISP must
designate an agent to receive notifications, which is to be listed in a
location >99,&&6K., 3) 35, <8K.690 >*7 <-)+67, 13) 35, #)</-6=53 a::69,
substantially . . . the name, address, phone number and electronic mail
address of the agent . . . [and] other contact information which the
b,=6&3,- ): #)</-6=53& ;>/ 7,,; ><<-)<-6>3,?@ OC I?P.C. § 512(c)(2).
28
17. U.S.C. § 512(c)(3).
24
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including: a physical or electronic signature of the owner
(or her authorized agent); identification of both the alleged
infringing material and the work claimed to be infringed;
information reasonably sufficient to contact the
complaining party; a statement that the copyright owner has
> =))7 :>635 K,.6,: 35>3 18&, ): 35, ;>3erial in the manner
complained of is not authorized by the copyright owner, its
>=,*30 )- 35, .>ML@ >*7 > &3>3,;,*30 8*7,- <,*>.3/ ):
perjury, that the information contained in the notification is
accurate and that the issuer is authorized to act on behalf of
the copyright owner. 29
Although, legally speaking, ISPs may refuse to
remove or disable content, service providers typically
acquiesce to nearly all-takedown requests as a matter of
policy.30 This phenomenon is likely a result of the
!"#$%& 6*9,*36+, &3ructure.31 On the one hand, ISPs are
generally shielded from liability for their compliance with
Id. The DMCA also permits copyright owners, or their agents, to
request that any United States district court issue a subpoena to a
Service Provider for identification of an alleged infringer. 17 U.S.C. §
512(h).
30
Cf. Wendy Seltzer, =()) >6))&, ?"@22()3 #" /267(#5,$1% >*9)
Harbor: Chilling Effects of the DMCA on the First Amendment, 24
HARV. J.L. & TECH. 171, 172A173 (2010); Lydia Pallas Loren,
Deterring Abuse of the Copyright Takedown Regime by Taking
Misrepresentation Claims Seriously, 46 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 745,
749 (2011); BLAYNE HAGGART, COPYFIGHT: THE GLOBAL POLITICS OF
DIGITAL REFORM 138 (2014) (quoting a partner, whose firm represents
content and software owners, saying that nearly 100% of the fi-;%&
takedown requests are complied with); cf. also Andrew Pramschufer,
Reinstating Legal Ethics in the Over-Assertion of Copyright Rights, 28
GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 857, 869A874 (2015) (outlining possible
mechanisms for addressing over use of takedown notices)
31
See Loren, supra note 30, at 749. But see Joshua Urist, A,21%
Feeling Lucky? Skewed Incentives, Lack of Transparency, and
Manipulation of Google Search Results Under the DMCA, 1 BROOK. J.
CORP. FIN. & COM. L. 209, 220A223 (2006) (discussing ways in which
Google could reject more takedown requests without losing DMCA
safe harbor).
29
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takedown notices. 32 On the other hand, failure to
expeditiously remove or disable content results in safe
harbor ineligibility (for the particular claim), exposing the
ISP to secondary liability. 33 Likewise, it is more cost
effective to implement an automatic takedown system than
it is to analyze claims on a case-by-case basis.34
In cases where an ISP refuses to remove or disable
content, copyright owners have the option to sue the user
and/or the ISP, to issue another takedown request, or to do
nothing.35 Alternatively, when content is removed or
76&>K.,70 35, VPW 6& -,\86-,7 3) 13>S, -,>&)*>K., &3,<& 3)
<-);<3./ *)36:/ 35, 8&,- ): 35, 3>S,7)M*?@ 36 Users can
then seek a declaratory judgment in court, issue a counter
*)36:69>36)* 3) 35, VPW%& 7,&6=*>3,7 >=,*30 )- <>&&6+,./
comply.37
For a counter notice to be effective, it must include:
> 1<5/&69>. )- ,.,93-)*69 &6=*>38-, ): 35, &8K&9-6K,-0@ >
1&3>3,;,*3 8*7,- <,*>.ty of perjury that the subscriber has
a good faith belief that the material was removed or
76&>K.,7 >& > -,&8.3 ): ;6&3>S, )- ;6&67,*36:69>36)*0@ >*7 35,
1&8K&9-6K,-%& *>;,0 >77-,&&0 >*7 3,.,<5)*, *8;K,-?@ 38 It
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(g) (this provision applies only if procedurally
proper).
33
See 17 U.S.C. §512(c)(1)(A) & (C); Seltzer, supra note 30, at 208. .
34
See Seltzer, supra note 30, at 183.
35
Cf. Seltzer, supra note 30, at 173.
36
17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(2)(A).
37
17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(3).
38
17 U.S.C. §§ 512(g)(3)(A), (C), (D). Additionally, a counter
notification must include,
[A] statement that the subscriber consents to the jurisdiction of Federal
District Court for the judicial district in which the address is located, or
6: 35, &8K&9-6K,-%& >77-,&& 6& )83&67, ): 35, I*63,7 P3>3,&0 :)- >*/
judicial district in which the service provider may be found, and that
the subscriber will accept service of process from the person who
provided notification under subsection (c)(1)(C) or an agent of such
person.
17 U.S.C. §512(g)(3)(D).
32
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;8&3 >.&) 67,*36:/ 135, ;>3,-6>. 35>3 5>& K,,n removed or to
which access has been disabled and the location at which
35, ;>3,-6>. ><<,>-,7 K,:)-, 63 M>& -,;)+,7c@ 39 Upon
receiving the notice, ISPs are obligated to expeditiously
inform the complainant and provide them with a copy of
the counter notice.40
Even after a counter notice is filed, the content must
nevertheless remain down or disabled for at least ten
busine&& 7>/& D5,-,6*>:3,- 35, 1:-,,`, <,-6)7@H? 41 Thus, in
effect, the DMCA grants copyright owners the ability to
extra-d87696>../ 6&&8, > 13,;<)->-/ -,&3->6*6*= )-7,-0 K>&,7
&).,./ )* 35, 9)</-6=53 5).7,-%& >..,=>36)* ): 9)</-6=53
6*:-6*=,;,*3?@42 A copyright owner can extend the freeze
period by notifying the ISP of her intention to enjoin the
>..,=,7 6*:-6*=6*= >936+63/ D5,-,6*>:3,- 16*d8*936+, *)369,@H
vis-à-vis court order.43 If the ISP has not received an
injunctive notice after ten business days, it may replace or
re-,*>K., >99,&& 3) 35, 8&,-%& 9)*3,*3? 44 But, the ISP(
absent an injunctive notice(must unfreeze the content
prior to fourteen business days. 45
Why Notice and Takedown is Ineffective
')369, >*7 3>S,7)M* 16& > &/&3,; 35>3 ;>S,& *)
one happy. Copyright owners are unhappy with the amount
of expense and effort the system requires for such paltry
-,&8.3&@L &,-+69, <-)+67,-& >-, 18*5><</ M635 35, K8-7,* ):
17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(3)(C).
17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(2)(B).
41
17 U.S.C. §§ 512(g)(2)(B), (C).
42
Jennifer M. Urban & Laura Quilter, B99#&#)"$ C(2&)%% 2( D/,#<<#"5
B99)&$EF G*H)32;" :2$#&)% '"3)( >)&$#2" IJK 29 $,) -#5#$*<
Millennium Copyright Act, 22 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH.
L.J. 621. 639 (2006).
43
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(2)(C).
44
Id. (emphasis added).
45
Id. (emphasis added).
39
40
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5>+6*= 3) <-)9,&& >*7 -,&<)*7 3) >.. ): 35)&, *)369,&0@ >*7
1284&,-& >-, 8*5><</ M635 6*9)*&6&3,*t enforcement...
;6&3>S,&0@ >*7 >K8&,? 46
1. Copyright Owners
Copyright owners send over 6.5 million takedown
notices every month, and although most are successful, the
infringing content frequently reappears as a new upload
within a matter of hours.47 Google alone has received over
100 million takedown requests, many of which were related
to illegal sources of music. 48 To date, the Recording
Industry Association for America has sent over 128 million
takedown notices to various websites. 49 For the vast
majority of copyright holders, it is cost prohibitive to both
systematically monitor the entire Internet and continuously
Bruce Boyden, The Failure of the DMCA Notice and Takedown
System: A Twentieth Century Solution to a Twenty-First Century
Problem, Center for the Protection of Intellectual Property 1 (Dec.
2013), http://cpip.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/BruceBoyden-The-Failure-of-the-DMCA-Notice-and-TakedownSystem1.pdf [https://perma.cc/9MVK-WE2F].
47
See id.
48
Paul Resnikoff, Google Receives Its 100 Millionth Piracy Notice,
:2$,#"5 /,*"5)%L, DIGITAL M USIC NEWS (Jan. 14, 2014),
https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2014/01/14/googlereceives/
[https://perma.cc/R9TC-QVE7].
49
American Federation of Musicians et al., Comment Letter on Music
Community Submission Re: Development of the Joint Strategic Plan
on Intellectual Property Enforcement, in Response to Request of the
U.S. Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator for Public
Comments, 80 Fed. Reg. 52800 (September 1, 2015) 2 (Oct. 16, 2015),
http://www.riaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Music-CommunitySubmission-for-IPEC-2015-7177168.pdf [https://perma.cc/J8XHeEfB4 25,-,6*>:3,- 1"8&69 #);;8*63/ P8K;6&&6)*@4 D9636*= ")36)*
Picture Association of America et al., Joint Submission of MPAA,
NMPA, and RIAA to Office of the Intellectual Property Enforcement
Coordinator 7-13 (Aug. 10, 2012),
http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=OMB-2012-0004FE^_ 25,-,6*>:3,- 1EFOE VWY# P8K;6&&6)*@4H?
46
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issue takedown notices. 50 Even large companies have to
make strategic decisions about which of their copyrights
are valuable enough to justify allocating the resources
needed for effective enforcement. 51
A Bad Deal: The Technical Protection
Measures and Specific Knowledge
Provisions
Absent the DMCA, copyright owners would need to
expend substantially less time and money to combat online
infringement.52 Indeed, without safe harbors, copyright
owners could simply sue ISPs under the theory of
contributory liability.53 This would both incentivize ISPs
to self-police and reduce the overall enforcement and
litigation costs.54 It is clear from the legislative history that
Congress understood ISPs would not be required to
affirmatively monitor infringement. 55 However, it appears
Music Community Submission, supra note 49, at 2A3.
Id. Notice and takedown has been very costly, both in terms of
human and financial capital, to service providers as well. See generally
Patrick H.J. Hughes, Fair-use Review Must Precede Takedown Notice,
Panel says in YouTube Dispute (C.A.9), WESTLAW Intellectual
Property Daily Briefing, 2015 WL 5435365 (2015).
52
See Music Community Submission, supra note 49, at 14A15.
53
Music Community Submission, supra note 49, at 14A15. See
generally Belvins, supra note 17, at 1827A29 & 1845A48 (discussing
the varying legal actions and theories of liability pursued against
Internet platforms) (discussing vicarious liability under the DMCA).
Cf. Craig W. Walker, Application of the DMCA Safe Harbor
Provisions to Search Engines, 9 VA J.L. & TECH. E0 ZO DEFF^H D1X5,
safe harbors protect service providers only from contributory liability,
*)3 76-,93 )- +69>-6)8& .6>K6.63/?@H?
54
See Walker, supra note 53, at 14-15.
55
See THE DIGITAL MILLENIUM COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1998, S. REP. NO.
105-1900 >3 ^^ DOGG_H D1P8K&,936)* D9HDOHD$HD66H 9>* K,&t be described
>& > 1-,7 :.>=@ 3,&3? $& &3>3,7 6* &8K&,936)* D.H0 > &,-+69, <-)+67,- *,,7
not monitor its service or affirmatively seek facts indicating infringing
activity (except to the extent consistent with a standard technical
measure complying with subsection (h)), in order to claim this
50
51
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that Congress thought it could counterbalance this pitfall by
6;<)&6*= 3M) >77636)*>. >.3,-*>36+, 9)*7636)*&0 1&3>*7>-7
3,95*69>. ;,>&8-,&@ >*7 1&<,96:69 S*)M.,7=,?@ 56
Standard Technical Measures
The first is the implementation of standard technical
;,>&8-,& 25,-,6*>:3,- 1XW"&@4 D> 9)*7636)* :)- >.. &,936)*
512 safe harbors).57 X5, $93 7,:6*,& XW"& >& 13,95*69>.
measures that are used by copyright owners to identify or
<-)3,93 9)</-6=53,7 M)-S&???@ M5695] DOH 15>+, K,,*
developed pursuant to a broad consensus of copyright
owners and service providers in an open, fair, voluntary,
multi-6*78&3-/ &3>*7>-7& <-)9,&&@L DEH 1>-, >vailable to any
<,-&)* )* -,>&)*>K., >*7 *)*76&9-6;6*>3)-/ 3,-;&@L >*7
DZH 17) *)3 6;<)&, &8K&3>*36>. 9)&3& )* &,-+69, <-)+67,-& )&8K&3>*36>. K8-7,*& )* 35,6- &/&3,;& )- *,3M)-S&?@ 58 The
:6-&3 ,.,;,*3 -,:.,93& #)*=-,&&% K,.6,: 35>3 1>* )<,*0
voluntary, multi-6*78&3-/ <-)9,&&@ M>& K,&3 &863,7 3)
address copyright infringement. 59 Elements two and three,
limitation on liability (or, indeed any other limitation provided by the
.,=6&.>36)*H?@H
56
See Marc Aaron Melzer, Copyright Enforcement in the Cloud, 21
FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 403, 439A40 (2011); See
also 17 U.S.C. § 512(i); see, e.g., § 512(c)(1)(A) (a specific knowledge
provision). See generally Gallo, infra note 144.
57
See § 512(i); Gallo, infra note 144, at 283.
58
17 U.S.C. § 512(i)(2).
59
See DIGITAL MILLENIUM COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1998, H.R. REP. 105A
551(II) at 48A49 (1998).
Section 107 establishes a mechanism for monitoring, evaluating,
and informing the Congress of the impact of this legislation,
especially on the key issue of the role of technological protection
measures.
(a) Statement of congressional policy and objective
Section 107(a) expresses the sense of Congress that technological
protection measures, developed by the private sector through
voluntary, industry-led processes, will play a crucial role in the
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conversely, reflect equity concerns (fairness amongst
ISPs).60 Problematically, these elements in conjunction
have proven to be exceedingly high bars(thus, excluding
most technologies.61 ")-,)+,-0 135,&, =867,.6*,& >-, 3))
imprecise and elusive to actually guide service providers
>*7 -6=53 5).7,-& 3)M>-7 > 9)*&,*&8&L 35, 3,-; g&3>*7>-7
3,95*69>. ;,>&8-,&% -,;>6*& 8*7,:6*,7??? ;)-, 35>* >
decade after passage.@62
Specific Knowledge
The second is the specific knowledge condition. 63
In order to be eligible for either the 512(c) or 512(d) safe
5>-K)-&0 >* VPW ;8&3 >93 1,T<,7636)8&./ 3) -,;)+,0 )76&>K., >99,&& 3) 26*:-6*=6*=4 ;>3,-6>.@ 8<)* )K3>6*6*=
actual or apparent knowledge that the material or activity is
healthy development of the Internet and other new paths for
dissemination of copyrighted materials. Such measures can
facilitate lawful uses of such materials, while safeguarding the
private property interests that are recognized by the copyright law.
Section 107(a) thus identifies an open, voluntary, multi-industry
process for expeditious implementation of these technological
protection measures.
(b) Technological protection measures
Section 107(b) mandates at least three technological protection
measures for implementation pursuant to Section 107(a) that are
especially important in achieving the full potential of the Internet
and other digital media: (1) those that enable nonprofit libraries to
continue in their critical role of lending copyrighted materials to
individual patrons; (2) those that effectively protect against
infringement of copyrighted materials; and (3) those that facilitate
a diversity of legitimate uses, by individual members of the public,
of copyrighted works in digital formats.

Id.
60
Cf. DIGITAL MILLENIUM COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1998, supra note 59.
61
See Gallo, infra note 144, at 285A86.
62
See Gallo, infra note 144, at 283.
63
17 U.S.C. §512(c)(1)(A), (d)(1).
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infringing.64 The difference between actual and apparent
knowledge (or so-9>..,7 1-,7 :.>= S*)M.,7=,@H 16& *)3
between specific and generalized knowledge, but instead
between a subjective and an objective &3>*7>-7?@65
In other words, the actual knowledge provision
38-*& )* M5,35,- 35, <-)+67,- >938>../ )- 1&8Kd,936+,./@
knew of specific infringement, while the red flag provision
turns on whether the provider was subjectively aware of
facts that would have made the specific infringement
1)Kd,936+,./@ )K+6)8& 3) > -,>&)*>K., <,-&)*? X5, -,7 :.>=
provision, because it incorporates an objective standard, is
not swallowed up by the actual knowledge provision under
our construction of the § 512(c) safe harbor. Both
provisions do independent work, and both apply only to
specific instances of infringement. 66
See id.; see also Belvins, supra *)3, OC0 >3 O_ZC D1P,936)* ROE%& &>:,
harbor is unavailable if service providers have g>938>.% )- g><<>-,*3%
S*)M.,7=, ): 6*:-6*=6*= >936+63/ >*7 :>6. 3) -,;)+, 63?@H?
65
Viacom International Inc. v. YouTube Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 31 (2d Cir.
2012); see 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(A).
66
Viacom, supra note 65; see also Belvins, supra note 17, at 1837;
MUSIC COMMUNITY SUBMISSION, supra note 49, at 14A15.
These two levels of knowledge are distinct under the statute.
Actual knowledge is a purely subjective standard, while apparent
knowledge(>.&) 9>..,7 1-,7 :.>=@ S*)M.,7=,(incorporates
subjective and objective standards. Red flag knowledge is created
K/ >M>-,*,&& ): 1:>93& )- 96-98;&3>*9,& :-); M5695 6*:-6*=6*=
>936+63/ 6& ><<>-,*3?@ $& 35, P,9)*7 #6-9863 5>& ,T<.>6*,70 35,
&,-+69, <-)+67,- ;8&3 K, 1&8Kd,936+,./ >M>-, ): :>93& 35>3 M)8.7
have made the speci:69 6*:-6*=,;,*3 g)Kd,936+,./% )K+6)8& 3) >
-,>&)*>K., <,-&)*?@
Belvins, supra note 17, at 1837A38.
X5, .,=6&.>36+, -,9)-7 .>K,.& Q ROE D9HDOHD$HD66H >& > 1-,7 :.>= 3,&3@
consisting of two prongs. The first prong, which has a subjective
component, determines whether the OSP is aware of the
circumstances of infringement. The second prong, which has an
objective component, determines whether the infringement is
><<>-,*3 :-); 35, 96-98;&3>*9,&0 35>3 6&0 1M5,35,- 6*:-6*=6*=
activity would have been apparent to a reasonable person operating
64
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Importantly, while neither the actual or red flag
knowledge provisions create an affirmative monitoring
duty, both penalize inaction once specific acts of
infringement are discovered. 67 Problematically, this
condition simply incentivizes willful ignorance. On the
one hand, ISPs receive no legal benefits under the DMCA
if they voluntary monitoring for infringement. On the
other, voluntary monitoring places ISPs in a lose-lose
situation, where they must either: (a) unilaterally remove or
76&>K., 63& 8&,-&% 9)*3,*30 <)3,*36>../ >*=,-6*= 98&3);,-&
and harming profit generation or (b) risk a proliferation of
copyright suits.68 While it is unlikely that Congress
intended to actively discourage voluntary monitoring,69 the
incentive structure created by the DMCA unfortunately has
this result.70 Consequently, the DMCA leaves copyright

8*7,- 35, &>;, )- &6;6.>- 96-98;&3>*9,&?@ X5, &8Kd,936+, <-)*=
>77-,&&,& 35, aPW%& >M>-,*,&& ): 35, >..,=,7 -,7 :.>=0 M56., 35,
objective prong completes the test by addressing whether the
alleged red flag is sufficiently apparent to a reasonable person in a
similar position as the OSP. The OSP has apparent knowledge of
63& 8&,-%& 6*:-6*=,;,*3 8*7,- 35, -,7 :.>= 3,&3 6: K)35 <-)*=& >-,
met, that is, if (1) the OSP is aware of the circumstances related to
the infringement, and (2) the infringement is apparent from the
circumstances.
Chang, supra note 18, at 201A202.
67
See §§ 512(c)(1)(A), (d)(1).
68
See Greg P. Teran, ISP Liability for Copyright Infringement,
BERKMAN CENTER FOR INTERNET & SOCIETY (Feb. 11, 1999),
http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/property99/liability/main.html
[http://perma.cc/B4MF-8CPJ].
69
DIGITAL MILLENIUM COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1998, H.R. CONF. REP.
105ACGB >3 CZ DOGG_H D1X56& .,=6&.>36)* 6& *)3 6*3,*7,7 3) 76&9)8->=,
the service provider from monitoring its service for infringing material.
Courts should not conclude that the service provider loses eligibility for
limitations on liability under section 512 solely because it engaged in a
;)*63)-6*= <-)=->;?@H
70
See Music Community Submission, supra note 49, at 14A15.
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owners with the daunting task of continuously monitoring
the Internet with little to no assistance.71
Why the DMCA fails to Deter
Infringement
Despite this incredible burden placed on copyright
owners, the DMCA nevertheless fails to effectively prevent
or deter infringement. First, unless an ISP voluntarily
employs sophisticated filtering technology, users can
simply re-upload content.72 And given the specific
knowledge condition, ISPs are actively discouraged from
implementing such detection measures. 73 Without this
assistance, copyright owners are forced to engage in a
never-ending game of whack-a-mole.74

See 2012 IPEC SUBMISSION, supra note 49, at 16A18; see also Grant
Gross, Copyright Owners Call for Overhaul of DMCA Takedown
:2$#&)%M !"9(#"5)(% >,2'<3"1$ N) 0O<) $2 4)62%$ =#<)% 05*#" *"3 05*#"
to the Same Website, Musicians Tell Lawmakers, COMPUTERW ORLD
(Mar. 13, 2014), http://www.computerworld.com/article/2488627/ecommerce/copyright-owners-call-for-overhaul-of-dmca-takedownnotices.html [https://perma.cc/24BV-3SW].
72
Boyden, supra note 46, at 1. See generally Michael P. Murtagh, The
FCC, The DMCA, and Why Takedown Notices are not Enough, 61
HASTINGS L.J. 233 (2009).
73
See supra notes 68A71.
74
Music Community Submission, supra note 49, at 5. See Melzer,
supra note 56, at 439-40.
#)*3,*3 )M*,-& 5>+, 7,&9-6K,7 35>3 ,::)-3 >& 18.36;>3,./
Sisyphean: because [these sites are] dynamic and change[] day-today or hour-to-hour as users upload more material, the task of
identifying and sending notifications requesting the removal of
copyrighted works would create an unending [version the
956.7-,*%&4 =>;, ): gh5>9S-A-").,?%@ h56., d87=,&0 >&
individuals, may be sympathetic to this argument, current
precedent and understanding of the DMCA suggests that this is the
balance Congress knowingly struck.
Melzer, supra note 56, at 439A40.
71
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Second, the DMCA does not provide a reliable
method for addressing repeat infringement. 75 Although the
DMCA makes the adoption and implementation of a repeat
infringer policy a condition of safe harbor, 76 the act
provides no clear guidance as to what actually constitutes
repeat infringement.77 A significant challenge to
developing a workable definition arises from the lack of
consistency in how service providers determine which
content is infringing.78 12X4>S,7)M* *)369,& >-, *)3 >
reliable means of distinguishing between lawful and
infringing content because DMCA takedown notices are
9);;)*./ :>8.3/?@79 X5,/ >-, ;,-,./ 12>4 &3>3,;,*3 35>3
the complaining party has a good faith belief that use of the
material in the manner complained of is not authorized by
35, 9)</-6=53 )M*,-0 63& >=,*30 )- 35, .>M?@ 80 As such, it is
exceedingly difficult to design a fair metric for identifying
repeat infringement because the individual findings lack
procedural and substantive legitimacy. 81 And finally, the
system fails to deter infringement because meaningful
penalties are rarely and inconsistently imposed.

See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 259.
17 U.S.C. § 512 (i)(1)(A) (including a procedure for informing
subscribers and account holders of a policy for terminating accounts in
appropriate circumstances if they engage repeat infringement).
77
See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 259. The Courts have not been able to
bring much clarity either.
78
Id. at 260.
79
Id. at 254.
80
17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3)(A)(v).
81
See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 260. Thus, the notice and takedown
system fundamentally fails, because it neither allows copyright owners
to effectively deter infringement nor does it protect users from
illegitimate takedowns. See Black, supra note 19, at 769A70.
75
76
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2. Service Providers
Admittedly, ISPs are the greatest beneficiaries of
the DMCA.82 First, the act defines service provider very
broadly(>-=8>K./ 9)+,-6*= 1,+,ry Internet or intranet
provider or intermediary, including portal sites, search
,*=6*,&0 2>*74 8*6+,-&636,&???@83 Second, it covers a wide
range of Internet activities(as long as directed by the user
and carried out through an automated technical process(
6*9.876*=] D>H 13->*&;6336*=0 -)836*=0 )- <-)+676*=
9)**,936)*& :)-0 ;>3,-6>. 35-)8=5 > &/&3,; )- *,3M)-S0@ 84
DKH 13,;<)->-/ &3)->=, ): ;>3,-6>.0@ 85 D9H 1&3)->=, >3 35,
76-,936)* ): > 8&,-0@86 D7H 1-,:,--6*= )- .6*S6*= 8&,-& 3) >*
online location containing infringing material or infringing
activity, by using information location tools, including a
76-,93)-/0 6*7,T0 -,:,-,*9,0 <)6*3,-0 )- 5/<,-3,T3 .6*S0@87
>*7 D,H 6: 1> <8K.69 )- )35,- *)*<-):63 6*&363836)* ): 56=5,education... when a faculty member or graduate student
who is an employee of such institution is performing a
3,>956*= )- -,&,>-95 :8*936)*@ 88. And third, the DMCA
Cf. Michael S. Denniston, Copyright Owners Face New Obstacles in
Fighting Online Infringement, 31 NO. 7 WEST. J. COMPUT. & INTERNET
1, 5 (2013) (concluding that service providers have been overall
+693)-6)8& 6* ;>d)- 9)8-3 9>&,& 7,.6*,>36*= 35, &9)<, ): 35, !"#$%&
safe harbors).
83
Walker, supra note 53, at 5.
84
OC I?P?#? Q ROED>H D1transmitting, routing, or providing connections
for, material through a system or network controlled or operated by or
for the service provider, or by reason of the intermediate and transient
storage of that material in the course of such transmitting, routing, or
<-)+676*= 9)**,936)*& ? ? ?@H?
85
17 U.S.C. § 512(b).
86
17 U.S.C. § 512(c).
87
17 U.S.C. § 512(d).
88
17 U.S.C. § 512(e). Courts have also adopted broad interpretations of
the protected services listed in § 512(c)-D7H?@ Belvins, supra note 17, at
1842A44; cf. Denniston, supra note 82, at 1 (citing Viacom, 676 F.3d;
UMG Recordings Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC, 718 F.3d 1006
(9th Cir. 2013).
82
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substantially limits ISP liability for hosting infringing
content.89
Nonetheless, a number of ambiguities in the DMCA
have resulted in costly and timely consuming litigation. 90
a*, 9);;,*3>3)- *)3,7 35>3 12345, ><<.69>36)* >*7
6*3,-<-,3>36)* ): Q ROED9H%& &>:, 5>-K)- ): 35, !6=63>.
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) has been regarded as a
notoriously inexact science that provides a confounding
,T<,-6,*9, 3) K)35 .,=>. <->93636)*,-& >*7 d87=,&?@ 91 For
example, ten years after passage of the DMCA, Viacom
sued YouTube and its parent company, Google, over usergenerated content. 92 Viacom asked for one billion in
damages, and although Google eventually prevailed, it
spent more than $100 million in pre-trial legal fees to
defend itself.93
Uncertainty regarding obligations and liabilities is
particularly damaging to new and smaller service providers
as they are typically more susceptible to legal missteps and
as they often face greater injury from the incurrence of
unexpected expenses. 94 Nevertheless, ISPs, big or small,
would benefit from less legal ambiguity as it would reduce
See Peets & Young, supra note 4, at 40; Cobia, supra note 11, at 388.
See generally Belvins, supra note 17; Arsham, infra note 144, at
795A96; cf. Amir Hassanabadi, Viacom v. YoutubePAll Eyes Blind:
The Limits of the DMCA in Web 2.0 World, 26 BERKELEY TECH. L.J.
405, 405 (2011).
91
Amir Hassanabadi, Viacom v. YoutubePAll Eyes Blind: The Limits
of the DMCA in Web 2.0 World, 26 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 405, 405
(2011) (citing Viacom v. YouTube, 718 F. Supp. 2d 514 (S.D.N.Y.
2010)); see also Methaya Sirichit, Catching the Conscience: An
0"*<7%#% 29 $,) Q2;<)5) G,)2(7 '"3)( R IJKS&T1% >*9) U*(O2( V $,)
Role of Willful Blindness in the Finding of Red Flags, 23 ALB. L.J. SCI.
& TECH. 85, 85 (2013); Arsham, infra note 144, at 795A96.
92
See Hassanabi, supra note 90, at 405; Hormann, supra note 7, at
1361.
93
Id.
94
See Belvins, supra note 17, at 1832.
89
90
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overall legal fees, ease investor anxiety concerning new
technologies, and decrease economic waste. 95
An example of cost inducing ambiguity can be
:)8*7 6* 35, !"#$%& =,*,->. &>:, 5>-K)- :)- 9);<.6>*9,
M635 3>S,7)M* -,\8,&3& D5,-,6*>:3,- 1ROED=H &>:,
5>-K)-@H?96 $.35)8=5 ROED=H%& &>:, 5>-K)- 6& ->35,- K-)>7
and not frequently litigated, it is not a perfect shield, as
eligibility is dependent on, among other things, whether the
ISP acted in good faith. 97 Thus, theoretically, an ISP can
be sued for both compliance and failure to comply with a
takedown request.98 And, while it may be atypical for a
service provider to deny a takedown request, there are
situations where ISPs may be compelled to do so(e.g. on
political or policy grounds, such as to prevent its users from
being the victims of abusive takedown campaigns. 99
Accordingly, the DMCA inevitably puts service providers
in the difficult position of adjudicating takedown notices.
100 Troublingly, ISPs are likely to resolve takedown
disputes on the basis of their economic interests as opposed
to traditional notions of truth or fairness.101
3. Users
The notice and takedown regime has been abused
for a number of nefarious purposes, including superseding
Cf. Urist, supra note 31, at 225A27.
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(2)(C); Urist, supra note 31.
97
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(g).
98
Cf. Lenz v. Universal Music Corp., 572 F.Supp.2d 1150 (N.D. Cal.
2008) (holding that copyright owners must consider fair use in
formulating good faith basis for issuing a takedown request).
99
But cf. Urist, supra note 31, at 209AEOE D76&98&&6*= J))=.,%&
>9\86,&9,*9, 3) #58-95 ): P96,*3).)=/%& 3>S,7)M* -,\8,&3&0 ,+,*
though it has knowledge it was disabling access to non-infringing
content); Seltzer, supra note 30, at 171A73 (discussing YouTube
rejection of a policy to be more strict regarding takedown requests of
videos posted by political candidates and campaigns).
100
Cf. Seltzer, supra note 30, at 172A173.
101
Id.
95
96
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the fair use doctrine, attacking competitors, and censoring
free speech.102 Additionally, non-infringing content is
often targeted by mistake(a not infrequent occurrence
given that millions of takedown requests are sent every
month. 103 And, because the DMCA requires that postremoval content remain down for ten to fourteen days,104
copyright owners, in effect, have been granted the power to
extra-judicially issue illegitimate temporary restraining
orders.105 While two weeks may not seem like an
exorbitant amount of time, it can be markedly important in
certain contexts.106 For example, the DMCA has been used
to suppress political campaign ads and videos, which is
particularly troubling given the societal significance and
time sensitive nature of elections. 107
It may be argued that the requirement that takedown
notices be issued in good faith ought to be sufficient to
protect fair use and free speech. 108 However, this notion
falls flat when considering that the DMCA provides no
impartial mechanism for adjudicating takedown disputes.
109 As a result, aggrieved parties are left with only one real
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 390A93.
Id.
104
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(g)(2)(C).
105
Id. at 1708A170; see also Cobia, supra note 110 >3 ZGR D1X5, !"#$
encourages abuse of fair use because an injunction can be obtained with
minimal effort, and counter-*)369,& >-, ->-,?@H? See generally Seltzer,
supra note 34, at 171.
106
See Seltzer, supra note 30, at 171A77.
107
Id.
108
See, e.g. Justin D. Fitzdam, Private Enforcement of the Digital
Millennium Act: Effective Without Government Enforcement, 90
CORNELL L. REV. 1085 (2005).
109
See William Sloan Coats, et al., Preventing Illegal Sharing of Music
Online: The DMCA, Litigation, and a New, Graduated Approach, 13
No. 7 J. INTERNET L. 3, 5A6 (2010); Scott A. Tarbell, -2"1$ G,()*3 2"
Me: The Need for an Alternative Dispute Resolution Process for the
Creators and Uploaders of User-Generated Content, 14 PEPP. DISP.
RESOL. L.J. 27, 42 (2014); cf. Lori A. Morea, The Future of Music in a
102
103
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remedy(litigation.110 Accordingly, while the DMCA
grants copyright owners the ability to extra-judicially
censor content, users are provided with no commensurable
protection, as litigation remains the only genuine avenue to
adequately protect their rights.
4. The DMCA Fails to Address the
Problem High Litigation Costs
A large obstacle to combating online infringement,
which the DMCA sought to address, is the high cost of
suing individuals on a case-by-case basis.111 The average
expense to litigate a copyright infringement suit, per party
and regardless of side, is estimated to be between $384,000
and $2,000,000 (not including the cost of judgments and
awards).112 Given that the DMCA does not actually
provide any independent mechanism for adjudicating
online copyright disputes, it fails to provide adequate relief

Digital Age: The Ongoing Conflict Between Copyright Law and Peerto-Peer Technology, 28 CAMBELL L. REV. 195, 209A230 (2006)
(discussing current and proposed criminal penalties for copyright
infringement, as well as other alternative legal remedies). For a
discussion of how the DMCA increases litigation costs between
copyright owners and service providers see generally Belvins, supra
note 17, at 1845A48.
110
Coats, supra note 109, at 5.
111
See Kim F. Natividad, Stepping it Up and Taking it to the Streets:
Changing Civil & Criminal Copyright Enforcement Tactics, 23
BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 469, 470 (2008); see also Shyamkrishna
Balganesh, Copyright Infringement Markets, 113 COLUM. L. R EV.
2277, 2280 (2013); But see, e.g., Morea, supra note 109, at 202A209
(discussing efforts by the music industry to deter piracy through a
massive law suit campaign against individual infringers). Similarly,
users who are sued for infringement are likely to settle even when they
5>+, > +>.67 7,:,*&,0 K,9>8&, >33)-*,/&% :,,& 6* ;8&69 9)</-6=53
litigation typically exceed settlement offers. See Assaf Hamdani &
Alon Klement, The Class Defense, 93 CAL. L. REV. 685, 688 (2005).
112
Balganesh, supra note 111, at 2280.
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for one of the principal problem it was designed to
address.113
II.

A NEW AND IMPROVED C OPYRIGHT O FFICE

Taken together, the DMCA encourages copyright
owners to unscrupulously send takedown notices, for
service providers to comply regardless of merit, and for
users to acquiesce to takedowns even when the content is
non-infringing.114 Moreover, the DMCA has failed to
provide meaningful protection to copyright interests
because users can simply re-upload infringing content after
its been taken down (on the same site or a different one) ,115
it does not establish a reliable method for identifying and
appropriately addressing repeat infringement, 116 and does
not consistently penalize infringers. 117
Commentators have proposed a range of potential
amendments to the DMCA, such as: adding a fee-shifting
provision for post-takedown litigation,118 lowering the
liability threshold for filing unfounded takedown notices, 119
improving and standardizing guidelines for takedown
See Tarbell, supra note 109, at 42.
Seltzer, supra note 30, at 208.
115
See Boyden, supra note 46; Murtagh, supra note 72.
116
See sources cited supra notes 78A82.
117
See sources cited supra note 40.
118
See, e.g., Matthew Schonauer, Let the Babies Dance: Strengthening
Fair Use and Stifling Abuse in DMCA Notice and Takedown
Procedures, 7 I/S: J. L. & POL%Y FOR INFO. SOC%Y 135, 168 (2011).
119
See, e.g., Lydia Pallas Loren, Deterring Abuse of the Copyright
Takedown Regime by Taking Misrepresentation Claims Seriously, 46
WAKE FOREST L. REV. 745, 781A82 ([U[sing a standard that would
hold copyright owners liable not only when they had actual knowledge
that the material targeted for takedown was not infringing, but also
when the copyright owner should have known if it acted with
re>&)*>K., 9>-, )- 76.6=,*9, 35>3 35, ;>3,-6>. M>& .>M:8.?@H?
113
114
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requests,120 reforming music statutory licensing fee
arrangements,121 and drastically weakening safe harbor
protections.122 Problematically, these proposals, at least in
isolation, do not resolve the fundamental flaws with the
!"#$%& *)369, >*7 3>S,7)M* -,=6;,? 123 First, costly
litigation remains the only meaningful mechanism for
adjudicating disputes. 124 Second, an imbalance of
incentives and resources still encourage over reporting and
under defending. 125 Third, there lacks a consistent and fair
method of identifying repeat infringers.126 Finally, service
providers continue, inadvisably, to be tasked with
adjudicating claims. 127

See, e.g., Daniel Seng, The State of the Discordant Union: An
Empirical Analysis of DMCA Takedown Notices, 18 VA. J.L. & TECH.
369 (2014); David E. Ashley, The Public as Creator and Infringer:
Copyright Law Applied to the Creators of User-Generated Video
Content, 20 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 563, (2010);
Urist, supra note 31.
121
See, e.g., Philip Pavlick, Music Lockers: Getting Lost in a Cloud of
Infringement, 23 SETON HALL J. SPORTS & ENT. L. 247 (2013).
122
See, e.g., Mike Scott, Safe Harbors Under the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act, 9 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. POL%Y 99, 163A164 (2005A
2006); see also Balganesh, supra note 111, at 2281 (advocating that
356-7 <>-36,& K, >..)M,7 3) 1,*3,r copyright litigation and acquire, fund,
)- 6*&8-, 6*:-6*=,;,*3 9.>6;& ? ? ? ?@H? N)- > K-)>7,- 76&98&&6)* )*
proposals see generally Jordan Sundell, Tempting the Sword of
Damocles: Reimagining the Copyright/DMCA Framework in a UGC
World, 12 MINN. J.L. SCI. & TECH. 335 (2011).
123
See generally Murtagh, supra note 72.
124
Coats, supra note 109, at 5.
125
See Natividad, supra note 111, at 470.
126
See generally Murtagh, supra note 72.
127
See Leary, supra note 17, at 1149A53. See also Jason Mazzone, 41
WM. & MARY L. REV. ZGR0 ^FR DEFFGH D1i,>+6*= 35, -8.,& ): :>6- 8&,
3) <-6+>3, <>-36,& 3) 7,3,-;6*, 6;<,7,& ? ? ? <8K.69 ,*7&?@H? N>6- 8&, 6& >
complicated doctrine and incredibly fact specific. See Cobia, supra note
11, at 394A95.
120
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An administrative framework offers a one-stop fix
3) 35, !"#$%& ;)&3 <-,&&6*= <-)K.,;&? 128 First, it allows
for the precise, detailed, and flexible tailoring of rights and
responsibilities.129 And second, it would allow the
government to be more responsive to rapid changes in
technology and other unanticipated problems.130
Admittedly, administrative agencies have their own
drawbacks, but in this case, the relative benefits are likely
to outweigh disadvantages.131
III.

E CONOMIC V IABILITY OF A NEW C OPYRIGHT
O FFICE

Although Congress would need to significantly
,T<>*7 35, #)</-6=53 a::69,%& K87=,3 6* )-7,- 3) ,\86< 63
with the tools necessary to implement a successful
regulatory and adjudicative regime, the negative economic
implications of widespread copyright infringement more
than justify the cost. 132 Notably, estimating the economic
loss of online piracy and infringement is extremely
challenging, because much of the needed underlying
research is absent, it is difficult to determine the rate at
which consumers would purchase content absent the
availability of pirated versions, and a wide range of content
Compare with Morea, supra note 109, >3 E^G D>-=86*= 35>3 1> *,M
system of compensating artists while allowing unobstructed file sharing
&5)8.7 K, 6;<.,;,*3,7@H?
129
Liu, supra note 22, at 92.
130
See Liu, supra note 22, at 92A93.
131
See Liu, supra note 22, at 92; See also Cobia, supra note 11, at 405
D>-=86*= 35>3 7,.>/6*= > 3>S,7)M* *)369,%& ,::,93 8*36. >:3,adjudication is justified by the added advantage of fairness and
accuracy).
132
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 404A05 (suggesting that an additional
branch to the Copyright Office would be necessary, but that the
benefits would far outweigh the costs); see also Black, supra note 19,
at 779-84.
128
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and mediums of consumption must be analyzed (e.g. rent,
stream with ads, license, or purchase). 133
One of the most expansive studies conducted on the
topic estimated that piracy costs the U.S. economy $58
billion in output and $2.6 billion in tax revenue annually. 134
Out of this estimate, sound recordings accounted for $12.5
billion of total economic loss and $422 million in tax
revenue.135 If these estimates are even close to accurate, a
more adequate enforcement regime would pay for itself by
significantly increasing overall economic output and tax
revenue.
The Copyright Office could further offset a large
portion of its expenses by charging a moderate fee for
conducting adjudications. 136 Consider a hypothetical fee of
$100 dollars. If one in ten of the 78 million (annual)
takedown notices reached adjudication, the Copyright
See generally U.S. GOV%T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., GAO-10-423,
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: OBSERVATIONS ON EFFORTS TO QUANTIFY
THE ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF COUNTERFEIT AND PIRATED GOODS (2010),
http://www.gao.gov/assets/310/303057.pdf.
134
See id. at 23A24 (citing Stephen E. Siwek, THE TRUE COST OF
COPYRIGHT INDUSTRY PIRACY TO THE U.S. ECONOMY, POLICY REPORT
189, 11A14 (Oct. 2007),
http://www.ipi.org/docLib/20120515_CopyrightPiracy.pdf). For a
broader analysis of the economic effects of intellectual property piracy
see generally THE COMMISSION ON THE THEFT OF AMERICAN
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, THE IP COMMISSION REPORT (2013),
http://www.ipcommission.org/report/ip_commission_report_052213.pd
f.
135
See Siwek, supra note 134, at i. Motion picture piracy costs the U.S.
economy approximately $20.5 billion and over $850 million in tax
revenue annually.see id. at 1.
136
Cf. INDEP. FILM & TELEVISION ALL., supra *)3, EZ0 >3 B D 1h635 35,
exception of statutory damages, parties should be permitted to seek
damages pursuant to U.S. Copyright Law, which include monetary
-,.6,:0 6*d8*936)*&0 >33)-*,/&% :,,& >*7 )35,- 9)&3&? V: &3>383)-/ 7>;>=,&
are requested, then the defendant must be provided with an option for a
trial by jury and the agency will no longer have jurisdiction over the
9.>6;&?@H?
133
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Office would take in $780 million a year in fees. 137 In the
event that the number of cases falls short of this estimate,
although total revenue would be less than anticipated, so
too would administrative expenditure. 138 To give some
<,-&<,936+,0 35, I?P? W>3,*3 >*7 X->7,;>-S a::69,%& 3)3>.
annual expenses are around $3.3 billion(collecting about
$3.3 million in fees.139 The current copyright budget is less
than $75 million, more than half of which is recovered
from fees.140
The benefits to this regime are even greater if
implemented as a loser pays system. 141 While the
possibility of paying a moderate fee, such as $100, is
unlikely to deter the pursuance of legitimate takedown
requests or contestations, it would nevertheless deter the
The 78 million estimated number of annual takedown requests was
arrive at from multiplying the monthly estimate of 6.5 million by 12.
See Boyden, supra note 46, at 1 (stating that there are approximately
6.5 million takedown requests filed each month). This remaining
calculation was arrived at by: first, dividing the number of annual
takedown requests, 78 million, by 10(giving us the total number of
annual adjudications, 7.8 million, assuming that 1 in 10 requests were
disputed; and second, by multiplying 7.8 million by $100, the
hypothetical adjudication fee(giving us an estimated annual revenue
of $780 million.
138
Cf. Cobia, supra note 11, at 404A05 (suggesting that a similar
proposal is feasible by comparing it to the Patent and Trademark
Office).
139
See UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, USPTO
FISCAL YEAR 2017 PRESIDENT%S BUDGET SUBMISSION/
CONGRESSIONAL J USTIFICATION 10 (2016),
http://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/fy17pbr.pdf.
140
See Fiscal 2017 Budget Request for the U.S. Copyright Office
Before the Subcomm. on the Leg. Branch Comm. on Appropriations,
United States S., 114th Cong. 1A3 (2016) (statement of Maria A.
Pallante, U.S. Register of Copyrights and Director of the U.S.
Copyright Office).
141
Cf. Cobia, supra *)3, OO0 >3 ^FB D>-=86*= 35>3 1> 9>8&, ): >936)*
should be created for the entity that uploaded to sue when the original
takedown notice is knowingly perjur6)8&@H?
137
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mass issuing of frivolous takedown requests because this
strategy, in the aggregate, would expose the issuer to
enormous liability. Alternatively, infringers would be
disincentivized to contest legitimate takedown requests, as
it would result in a waste of time and money. To further
6*9-,>&, 35, &/&3,;%& 7,3,--,*3 ,::,930 >& M,.. >& 3) -,7uce
abuse, Congress could also adopt a discretionary cost fee
shifting provision(similar to that of 17 U.S.C. § 505(to
be applied in exceptional cases.142
IV.

RULE MAKING AUTHORITY

In this part, I suggest that administrative rulemaking
is best situated to effectively respond to technological
change, create equitably tailored rules that reflect the
nuanced differences between ISPs, and provide the
appropriate oversight warranted by the scope and reach of
the DMCA.143 Additionally, I recommend that Congress
direct the New Copyright Office to promptly: (1) establish
9-63,-6> :)- 7,3,-;6*6*= M5>3 9)*&36383,& 1-,<,>3
6*:-6*=,;,*3@L >*7 DEH 7,+,.)< > *,M &,3 ): -,\86-,;,*3&
:)- &>36&:/6*= 35, !"#$%& &3>*7>-7 3,95*69>. ;,>&8-,&
(TPMs) condition.144
See 17 U.S.C. § 505 (1976).
See also Sandra M. Aistars, The Next Great Copyright Act, or a New
Great Copyright Agency? 38 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 339, 350 (2015);
Liu, supra note 22.
144
See Lauren G. Gallo, G,) S!@T62%%#O#<#$7 29 D>$*"3*(3 G)&,"#&*<
.)*%'()%E 92( ?W/ A)O%#$)%, 34 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 283, 314A15
(2011). See generally, Ke Steven Wan, Managing Peer-to-Peer Traffic
with Digital Fingerprinting and Digital Watermarking, 41
SOUTHWESTERN U. L. REV. 331 (2012); Bryan E. Arsham, Monetizing
Infringement: A New Legal Regime for Hosts of User-Generated
Content, 10 GEO L. J. 775, 793 (2013) (proposing an opt-in system with
multi-faceted enforcement options for copyright owners); Andy Gass,
Considering Copyright Rulemaking: The Constiutional Question, 27
BERKELEY L.J. 1947 (2012) (discussing the constitutional concerns
with rulemaking regarding copyright law).
142
143
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TPMs and Digital Fingerprinting
1. Why a Regulatory Framework is the
Answer

As discussed in section one, the DMCA currently
9)*7636)*& &>:, 5>-K)- )* >7)<36*= 1&3>*7>-7 3,95*69>.
;,>&8-,&?@145 In order to be considered a standard
technical measure, the technology or process must: (1)
15>+, K,,* 7,+,.)<,7 <8-&8>*3 3) > K-)>7 9)*&,*&8& ):
copyright owners and service providers in an open, fair,
voluntary, multi-6*78&3-/ &3>*7>-7& <-)9,&&@L DEH 1available
3) >*/ <,-&)* )* -,>&)*>K., >*7 *)*76&9-6;6*>3)-/ 3,-;&@L
>*7 DZH 1*)3 6;<)&, &8K&3>*36>. 9)&3& )* &,-+69, <-)+67,-&
)- &8K&3>*36>. K8-7,*& )* 35,6- &/&3,;& )- *,3M)-S&?@ 146
These three requirements, in conjunction, allow service
providers to avoid implementing a number of effective
protection mechanisms (including the use of digital
fingerprinting technology). 147 Accordingly, either an
unusually well-crafted Congressional amendment or the
creation of a regulatory regime is a pre-requisite to making
35, !"#$%& &3>*7>-7 3,95*69>. ;,>&8-, <-)+6&6)*
meaningfully effective. 148
Legislating the use of TPMs is extremely difficult
because ISPs vary widely in size, capability, and type, and
technology evolves more rapidly than the legislative
process is equipped to handle.149 This may explain why
Congress thought it necessary to let the private sector
7,+,.)< &3>*7>-7& 35-)8=5 1K-)>7 9)*&,*&8&??? 6* >* )<,*0
fair, voluntary, multi-6*78&3-/ &3>*7>-7& <-)9,&&?@ 150 Given
the slowness of the legislative process, Congress cannot be
See 17 U.S.C § 512(i).
See id. at § 512(i)(2).
147
See Gallo, supra note 144, at 285A86.
148
See generally Gallo, supra note 144, at 300A311.
149
See sources cited supra notes 55 & 59.
150
See 17 U.S. Code § 512(i)(2)(A).
145
146
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certain that it could adequately respond to the unforeseen
consequences of a strong legislative position, potentially
stifling innovation, damaging American competiveness,
and creating inequity between differently situated ISPs.151
Administrative rule making, alternatively, is
substantially more flexible and more quickly adaptable and,
thus, better suited to both keep up with technological
change and provide more narrowly tailored rules. 152 First,
administrative agencies are specialized and include
members with pertinent expertise. 153 Consequently, it is
possible to conduct a more sophisticated analysis of the
issues.154 Second, its narrower duties reduce interference
from other national priorities, increasing responsiveness. 155
Finally, because administrative agents are appointed, as
compared to elected, political gamesmanship has less of an
impact on expediency. 156
2. Digital Fingerprinting Technology
The predominant mechanism for monitoring digital
copyright infringement is the application of digital
fingerprints, which contain unique identifying information
such as tempo, tone, and pitch. 157 1a*9, =,*,->3,7 >*7
incorporated into an expansive database, filtering
technology will then filter or scan online content by
running algorithmic comparisons against works within its
-,:,-,*3 7>3>K>&,?@158 This process is significantly more
effective than term searching, which can only capture
content when the file name and/or tag is sufficiently
See sources cited supra notes 55 & 59.
See Liu, supra note 22, at 92.
153
Id.
154
Id.
155
Cf. Liu, supra note 22, at 92.
156
Id.
157
Gallo, supra note 144, at 284A85.
158
Id. at 285.
151
152
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similar.159 A sophisticated infringer can avoid term
searching detection by avoiding use of triggering titles and
tags.160 Conversely, in order to go undetected by digital
fingerprinting technology, the user must distort the
content(rendering it severely diminished or even
unrecognizable.161 Even if distorted works are still
available, they are considerably less suitable as substitutes
for sales and licenses. 162 Accordingly, they have a much
&;>..,- 6;<>93 )* 9)</-6=53 )M*,-%& ,9)*);69 6*3,-,&3&? 163
Service providers are in the best position to monitor
infringement because they can scan files even prior to
posting and are only responsible for their own websites. 164
Copyright owners, dissimilarly, must continuously screen
the entire Internet in order to identify potentially infringing
content.165 Thus, it is more efficient to have service
providers screen for infringing content. The DMCA
discourages service providers from implementing effective
technology because the safe harbor is unavailable if service
providers have actual or apparent knowledge of
infringement.166 A better system, at a minimum, would
exempt service providers from liability if they adopt
procedures to conduct digital fingerprinting scanning and to
notify copyright owners of potentially infringing content. 167
Id. D1jersions of this technology vary in their ability to match sound
or video content that is modified or short in duration, but all perform
essentially the same function: scanning the Internet for audiovisual
content and comparing that content against a database of copyrighted
M)-S& 6* &,>-95 ): ;>395,& )- 6*967,*3& ): 6*:-6*=,;,*3?@H
160
See Wan, supra note 144, at 375.
161
Id.
162
Cf. Wan, supra note 144, at 375.
163
Id.
164
See Black, supra note 19, at 782.
165
Id. at 769.
166
See 17 U.S.C. § 512(c).
167
Cf. Black, supra note 19, at 773 (arguing that courts have collapsed
the knowledge exception to protect service providers who monitor
content and prudently notify copyright owners).
159
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Even more preferable, service providers would be required
to do so.168 Notably, despite digital fingerprinting
3,95*).)=/%& -,.>36+, &)<56&369>36)* 6* 67,*36:/6*=
wholesale pirated content, it is unable to distinguish
between infringement and fair use. 169 Accordingly, content
ID programming by itself is inadequate to determine
whether content is in fact infringing. 170 Therefore, it is
6;<)-3>*3 3) .,>+, 6*3>93 35, 9)</-6=53 )M*,-%& >K6.63/ 3)
decide when to issue a takedown request. 171 But, by
providing an impartial arbiter, efficiency and equity
concerns would be better balanced.172
Repeat Infringement
Establishing a consistent and applicable definition
of repeat infringement is required to make the DMCA
effective. 173 Online infringement cannot be prevented or
deterred without the ability to identify and punish the worst
See Gallo, supra note 144, at 284. Although not discussed in this
paper, digital watermarking screening could be added as a safe harbor
condition. For a discussion about the differences, advantages, and
disadvantages of digital watermarking and fingerprinting, See Wan,
supra note 144, at 380A85.
169
See Adam Eakman, The Future of the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act: How Automation and Crowdsourcing Can Protect Fair Use, 48
IND. L. REV. 631, 641 (2015); see also Black, supra note 19, at 780.
170
See Eakman, supra note 169, at 642; see also Black, supra note 19,
at 780; David A. Kluft, Toothless or Misunderstood?, 7 NO. 3
LANDSLIDE 37, ZG DEFORH D1$* >-,> 35>3 6& &36.. +,-/ ;895 7,+,.)<6*=
is the intersection between § 512(f) and automated systems. Say you set
up a computer to identify unauthorized uses of your copyrighted work
online and automatically spit out takedown notices. How is a computer
&8<<)&,7 3) :)-; > g=))7 :>635% K,.6,: 35>3 &);,356*= 6& 6*:-6*=6*=
under § 512(c)? On the other hand, how can a computer make a
gS*)M6*=./% :>.&, &3>3,;,*3 8*7,- Q ROED:Hk@H?
171
See Black, supra note 19, at 781.
172
See Black, supra note 19, at 781.
173
See sources cited supra note 41.
168
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offenders.174 There is currently no clear guidance as to
what actually constitutes repeat infringement, the result of
which is the largely inconsistent application of law. 175 A
regulatory framework could offer greater flexibility,
allowing rules to be continuously updated to reflect new
information.176
As discussed in section one, takedown notices are
not a reliable means of determining infringement. They
are merely a statement that the complaining party believes
> M)-S 6& K,6*= 8&,7 6* > ;>**,- 1*)3 >835)-6`,7 Ky the
9)</-6=53 )M*,-0 63& >=,*30 )- 35, .>M?@ 177 Adjudication
provides a fair metric for designating repeat infringers
because it offers legitimate factual findings.178 The New
Copyright Office could establish a workable definition that
is better suited for consistent application of penalties.179
Moreover, once an individual or entity is deemed a repeat
infringer, then statutory damages could be made available
to further deter infringement.
It is prudent that a rule be established to prevent
repeat infringers from avoiding damages and fees by
simply complying with takedowns. A potential solution
would be to establish a rule for designating users as repeat
infringers after a certain number of undisputed takedown
requests(how many exactly, may be better left up to trial
and error. The New Copyright Office could start with a
larger number, such as twenty, and adjust it based on the
results of annual evaluations. A more complicated scale
Id.
See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 259. The Courts have not been able
to bring much clarity either. See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 259.
176
See Liu, supra note 22, at 92.
177
17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3)(A)(v).
178
See Murtagh, supra note 72, at 260. Thus, the notice and takedown
system fundamentally fails, because it neither allows copyright owners
to effectively deter infringement nor does it protect users from
illegitimate takedowns. See also Black, supra note 19, at 769A70.
179
See sources cited supra note 41.
174
175
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could also be developed, which takes into account factors
like the length of time between takedowns. Moreover, the
New Copyright Office could make a rule allowing
copyright owners to force repeat infringers into
adjudication. Thus, a user designated as a repeat infringer
could not avoid liability simply by complying with
takedown notices.
This system would function most optimally if the
New Copyright Office created a new condition of DMCA
safe harbor that requires service providers to restrict
functionality for users whose identity has not been
authenticated and verified. 180 Less aggressive alternatives
include, requiring services providers to implement: (1) a
method for terminating user generated content from IP
addresses found to be the source of repeat infringement;
and/or (2) identity authentication and verification when the
user chooses to monetize content. 181 Regardless, the
centralized nature of this proposed system would better
prevent repeat infringers from avoiding detection by simply
diversifying the websites in which they upload content. 182
Additionally, it would reduce economic waste by
eliminating duplicative screening. 183

See 15 CATHERINE PALO, C AUSES OF ACTION 2d 535, § 1 (2d ed.
2000) D12V47,*36:/6*= 35, <>-3/ -,&<)*&6K., :)- 9)</-6=53 6*:-6*=,;,*3
is sometimes complicated by the fact that the ultimate infringer may not
have accessed and used the copyrighted material entirely on his or her
own. Often, parties who have been injured by copyright infringement
of Internet materials find themselves chasing the ethereal tortfeasor
from Internet Service Provider (ISP) to ISP, with little or no hope of
>938>../ 76&9)+,-6*= 35, 3)-3:,>&)-%& 67,*363/?@H?
181
For a discussion about various requirements see generally Arsham,
supra note 144.
182
See Arsham, supra note 144, at 795.
183
Id.
180
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V.

ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUDICATION

The Copyright Office can be granted administrative
adjudicative authority under the Administrative Procedure
Act.184 Although the particular contours are fairly flexible,
this essay suggests a three-tiered system.185 In the first tier,
copyright owners who registered their work with the New
Copyright Office, similar to the status quo, would be able
to issue takedown requests to participating ISPs.186 Upon
receipt of a takedown request, service providers would then
be obligated to notify the relevant user. The user would
have a pre-established amount of time(for the sake of
discussion, let us say 48 hours(to either agree to comply
with the request or indicate that they wish to contest the
validity of the claim. 187 If the user does not respond in the
requisite time, the service provider would automatically
takedown the content, which would remain down unless it
receives notice from the Copyright Office that the user had
prevailed in adjudication.188 However, if the user timely
indicates a desire to contest the takedown notice, the
See 5 U.S.C. § 702.
See Vanessa K. Burrows & Todd Garvey, A Brief Overview of Rule
Making and Judicial Review, CRS REPORT FOR CONGRESS, 1 (Jan. 4,
2011), http://www.wiseintern.org/orientation/documents/crsrulemakingcb.pdf.
186
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 390AGO D1h5,* > 9)</right owner
discovers that his or her material is viewable (or audible) on a website,
the copyright owner can send a notification to the service provider that
the material must be removed. The notification letter must comply with
a number of statutory requirements; otherwise, it is void. The service
provider must notify the user who uploaded the material after taking it
7)M*?@HL $7>; Y>S;>*0 The Future of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act: How Automation and Crowd Sourcing Can Protect Fair
Use, 48 IND. L. REV. 631. 637 (2015).
187
Cf. Tarbell, supra note 109, at 49A50 (advocating a two-day grace
period for user to respond to takedown; similarly, the content would
remain active if disputed until a decision has been rendered).
188
Id. at 49.
184
185
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content would remain active until the Copyright Office
makes a determination. Thus, unlike the current system,
users can prevent the imposition of an extra-judicial
restraining order.189
The First Tier
First tier adjudication would be fairly informal and,
accordingly, is typically less costly than full-blown
litigation. V* 356& >-369.,%& +6&6)*0 9)</-6=53 )M*,-& M)8.7
submit a form stating their claim along with proof of
ownership and registration of the relevant copyright
D5,-,6*>:3,- 35, 1#);<.>6*3@H? 190 The user would then
receive a copy of the Complaint and have an opportunity to
:6., > -,&<)*&, D5,-,6*>:3,- 35, 1b,&<)*&,@H? V* )-7,- 3)
maintain fairness, the New Copyright Office ought to make
an information guide available, explaining the basics of
copyright law, including the varying defenses to
infringement allegations.191 A copyright examiner would
then(after reviewing the Complaint, the Response, the
original work, and the alleged infringing work(
electronically submit a determination to the Copyright
Office and both parties. 192 If no party files an appeal within
a pre-set timeframe, the ISP would be notified of the result
For a discussion ): 35, !"#$%& *)369, >*7 3>S,7)M* <-)+6&6)* >*7
the First Amendment see generally Seltzer, supra note 30.
190
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 405 (stating that registration prevents
abuse by individuals who do not in fact own the copyright). For a
proposal with a more robust complaint system see generally INDEP.
FILM & TELEVISION ALL., supra note 22, at 4A5.
191
See Tarbell, supra note 109, at 38, 39, and 44 (stating that the
DMCA does not currently function in an equitable fashion, and
advocating for a more balanced process).
192
Cf. Cobia, supra note 11, at 404AFR D1$* ,T>;6*,- M)8.7 .))S >3
the takedown notice and perform a quick review of the notice and the
underlying copyright checking for two qualifications: 1) whether the
takedown notice originated from the same entity that holds the valid,
-,=6&3,-,7 9)</-6=530 >*7 EH M5,35,- 35, 8&, M>& :>6- 8&,?@H
189
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and the losing party would be issued a bill for the
adjudication fee.193 This stage should be able to resolve the
vast majority of disputes and effectively inhibit most
illegitimate takedowns.194
The Second & Third Tier
V: 35, .)&6*= <>-3/ M6&5,& 3) 9)*3,&3 35, ,T>;6*,-%&
determination, then he or she could request a re-hearing in
front of an administrative law judge (second tier). Each
party would have the opportunity to fill out a new
complaint and/or response if he or she so wished. During
the formal adjudication proceedings, parties could choose
to participate in person or through telecommunication. 195 If
the appealing party loses, then he or she ought to be
required to pay an additional fee. The New Copyright
Office should establish this fee after analyzing the
=)+,-*;,*3%& >+,->=, 9)&3 ): <-)+676*= 35, ><<,>.&
process. If the appealing party wins, then the appellant
M)8.7 K, -,\86-,7 3) <>/ 35, 6*636>. ,T>;6*,-%&
determination fee. In the event that either party wishes to
9)*3,&3 35, >7;6*6&3->36+, .>M d87=,%& 7,96&6)*0 6* :8.. )- 6*
part, then he or she could appeal directly to a federal
district court (with the proper jurisdictional authority).196
Thus, the third-tier of the system is the traditional litigation
process already allowed under current federal law. 197
Benefits of Adjudication Summary
This administrative system offers impartial
adjudication without, in most cases, necessitating costly
Cf. Tarbell, supra note 109, at 48.
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 405.
195
See INDEP. FILM & TELEVISION ALL., supra note 22, at 4.
196
See 5 U.S.C. § 702.
197
See id.
193
194
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litigation. Having the loser pay the adjudication fee serves
to incentivize honest takedown requests and contestations.
While ISPs are relieved from the burden of adjudicating
,>95 76&<83,0 8&,-&% :-,, &<,,95 -6=53& >-, *) .)*=,- &8Kd,93
to extra-judicial takedowns. Moreover, if examiners and
administrative judges are required to be copyright
experts(e.g. passing an exam, having an LLM in
intellectual property, and/or practice a set number of years
in the field of intellectual property(then the system would
produce more reliable and consistent determinations.198
The comparative advantages of this proposal are even
further amplified if implemented in conjunction with digital
fingerprinting, as previously discussed.199
See Cobia, supra note 11, at 405A06 (noting that copyright
examiners would need far less training than patent examiners, and the
associated administrative costs would similarly be less).
199
One may respond to this proposal by pointing out that arbitration
and mediation is already available to resolve small copyright disputes.
INDEP. FILM & TELEVISION ALL., supra note 22, at 2. However, such
adjudication requires the consent of all parties, which is unlikely to
occur given the adversarial nature of copyright infringement claims.
See id.. Moreover, Congress does not have the authority to force
arbitration and mediation, because it is a private right, but does have
the authority to transfer adjudicative authority to an administrative
body. Id.at 2-3. >)) 5)")(*<<7 .'((*71% X)%%)) YZ U2O2H)" X*"3 V
Improvement Co., 59 U.S. 272 (1856). It could be argued that copyright
owners would be negatively affected by a loser pays system. However,
this reasoning is faulty for a few reasons. First, under the proposed
system, legitimate takedown requests should not result in the copyright
owner paying a fee. Second, a moderate adjudication fee is diminutive
compared to the cost of litigation. See Balganesh, supra note 111, at
2280 (stating that the average cost for litigating copyright infringement,
regardless of side, is estimated to be between $384,000 to $ 2 million
without factoring in judgments and awards). Finally, the addition of the
digital fingerprinting safe harbor condition would assist copyright
owners in policing infringement and, accordingly, reduce their
enforcement expenses. Similarly, one could argue that imposing new
safe harbor conditions may unnecessarily burden service providers.
However, many of these companies already allocate significant
resources to implementing infringement detection and prevention
198
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C ONCLUSION
X5, !"#$%& *)369, >*7 3>S,7)M* -,=6;, &8::,-&
from fatal flaws that must be addressed before the U.S. can
efficiently and equitably address online copyright
infringement. This article suggests that, as a solution, the
Copyright Office be granted administrative rule making
and adjudication authority. An administrative agency is
best suited to offer sufficiently adaptive, flexible, and
responsive governance. Although commentators have
suggested many possible changes to the DMCA, this article
argues that widespread piracy can only be stopped through
the creation of a mutually affordable enforcement
mechanism.
Administrative adjudication is the only available
framework capable of holding infringers accountable
without overburdening service providers and/or trampling
on fair use and freedom of speech. Adjudication would
bring legitimacy, consistency, and accountability to the
takedown regime. And if implemented in conjunction with
requiring service providers to deploy digital fingerprinting
technology, would allow for effective policing of online
copyright infringement.
measures, including the use of fingerprinting technology. See Gallo,
supra note 1440 >3 E_Z0 E_^0 >*7 EGB? X56& >-369.,%& <-)<)&>. M)8.7
only make this process easier by establishing and granting access to a
national fingerprinting database. Additionally, service providers would
be relieved from (a) the expensive obligation to review and adjudicate
takedown requests, and (b) exposure to liability arising from resolving
3>S,7)M* 76&<83,& 6* 8&,-&% :>+)-? See Michael S. Sawyer, Filters, Fair
Use & Feedback: User-Generated Content Principles and the DMCA,
24 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. ZBZ0 ZBR DEFFGH D1X5, !"#$ =,*,->../
places the burden on copyright owners to locate the infringing material
and issue takedown notices. This burden to police infringing activity
may be one that copyright owners cannot, or at least should not,
K,>-?@H?
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